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TR-4919: DevOps with NetApp Astra

Alan Cowles and Nikhil M Kulkarni, NetApp

Use cases

The DevOps with NetApp Astra solution is architected to deliver exceptional value for customers with the following use cases:

• Easy to deploy and manage applications and development environments deployed on top of supported Kubernetes distributions.

• Discussion of real-world use cases for DevOps workflows and examples of the tools and methods that NetApp can provide to make adoption and use of these methods easier.

• Exploration of how application-consistent snapshot, backups, and clones can be used to enhance the DevOps experience.

Business value

Enterprises are increasingly adopting DevOps practices to create new products, shorten release cycles, and rapidly add new features. Because of their innate agile nature, containers and microservices play a crucial role in supporting DevOps practices. However, practicing DevOps at a production scale in an enterprise environment presents its own challenges and imposes certain requirements on the underlying infrastructure, such as the following:

• High availability at all layers in the stack so that workflows are never interrupted.

• Ease of deployment and management procedures for the end user.

• API-driven and programmable infrastructure to keep up with microservices and developer agility.

• Ability to scale infrastructure independently and in an automated fashion, based on workload demands.

• Protecting applications alongside their backing persistent data sets for DevOps workflows accelerate time to market by not having to rely on redeployments or manual copying of data.

Recognizing these capabilities and challenges, this technical report outlines the process of improving and simplifying DevOps use cases for containerized applications using the wide portfolio of NetApp products.

Technology overview

The DevOps with NetApp solution contains the following major components:

DevOps practices

DevOps practices focus on automated, repeatable, and easily manageable operations that enhance the development workflow by allowing the end user to control the environment in which they are developing their code. This solution provides several examples and use cases in which NetApp technology can be of the greatest benefit to such operations.

Container orchestration

There are numerous container orchestration platforms in use today. Although most of these platforms are based on Kubernetes, each has pros and cons. So it is important to understand feature sets and integrations
when selecting a container orchestration platform for DevOps workflows. With the NetApp Astra suite of products, we support the following platforms for full-fledged DevOps use cases:

- Red Hat OpenShift 4.6.8+
- Rancher 2.5+
- Kubernetes 1.20+
- VMware Tanzu Kubernetes Grid 1.4+
- VMware Tanzu Kubernetes Grid Integrated Edition 1.12.2+

**NetApp storage systems**

NetApp has several storage systems perfect for enterprise data centers and hybrid cloud deployments. The NetApp portfolio includes NetApp ONTAP, NetApp Element, and NetApp e-Series storage systems, all of which can provide persistent storage for containerized applications.

For more information, visit the NetApp website [here](#).

**NetApp storage integrations**

NetApp Astra Control Center offers a rich set of storage and application-aware data management services for stateful Kubernetes workloads deployed in an on-prem environment and powered by trusted NetApp data-protection technology.

For more information, visit the NetApp Astra website [here](#).

Astra Trident is an open-source and fully-supported storage orchestrator for containers and Kubernetes distributions like Red Hat OpenShift, VMware Tanzu, Anthos by Google Cloud etc..

For more information, visit the Astra Trident website [here](#).

Next: DevOps Overview.

**DevOps Overview**

Over the past several years, organizations that build software have been embracing the concepts of DevOps. DevOps practices break down organizational barriers, bringing development and operations teams closer together. DevOps practices also empower the teams to accelerate delivery, increase availability, and make services and applications more stable, thus improving the team’s productivity. In addition, adoption of an automation framework is also a key ingredient of success — from building, testing, and operating applications at scale or managing a fully automated infrastructure platform or stack. Below we discuss some primary use cases for DevOps where NetApp solutions can be implemented to help enhance the experiences that DevOps practitioners encounter during their daily practice.

**DevOps use cases**

Although DevOps does not have a single, universally accepted definition, solutions for DevOps practitioners typically contain similar constructs or ideologies that enable easy implementation, repetition, and management at scale. The following sections describe potential use cases for DevOps workflows enabled by NetApp solutions.
Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery, and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD)

Continuous Integration, Continuous Delivery, and Continuous Deployment (CI/CD) is a coding philosophy that encourages developers to implement and transform their coding practices by establishing a method by which they can consistently update, test, and deploy their code in an automated fashion. The most popular method by which CI/CD is implemented in most DevOps workflows is that of the CI/CD pipeline, and there are several third-party software applications that can help achieve this.

See the following examples of popular applications that can help with CI/CD-type workflows:

- ArgoCD
- Jenkins
- Tekton

Some of the use cases included later in this technical report have been demonstrated in Jenkins, but the primary CI/CD principles can be applied to whatever tool an organization has implemented in their own practices.

**Infrastructure as code**

Infrastructure as code helps provision and manage IT resources through automated commands, APIs, and software development kits (SDK). This concept greatly enhance the DevOps experience by removing physical data center or resource limitations that could prevent developers from meeting their objectives.
End users often use programming languages such as Python or automation tools such as Ansible or Puppet to create automated and repeatable infrastructure scaling actions that can be called by developers when needed.

Both NetApp ONTAP and Astra Control contain public facing APIs and ansible modules or software development toolkits that make automating operations very easy to adopt and integrate into DevOps processes.

Next: NetApp Storage Systems Overview.

**NetApp storage systems overview**

NetApp has several storage platforms that are qualified with Astra Trident and Astra Control to provision, protect, and manage data for containerized applications.
• AFF and FAS systems run NetApp ONTAP and provide storage for both file-based (NFS) and block-based (iSCSI) use cases.
• Cloud Volumes ONTAP and ONTAP Select provide the same benefits in the cloud and virtual space respectively.
• NetApp Cloud Volumes Service (AWS/GCP) and Azure NetApp Files provide file-based storage in the cloud.

Each storage system in the NetApp portfolio can ease both data management and movement between on-premises sites and the cloud so that your data is where your applications are.

The following pages have additional information about the NetApp storage systems validated in the DevOps with NetApp solution:

• NetApp ONTAP

Next: NetApp storage integrations overview.

**NetApp ONTAP**

NetApp ONTAP is a powerful storage-software tool with capabilities such as an intuitive GUI, REST APIs with automation integration, AI-informed predictive analytics and corrective action, non-disruptive hardware upgrades, and cross-storage import.

For more information about the NetApp ONTAP storage system, visit the [NetApp ONTAP website](#).

ONTAP provides the following features:

• A unified storage system with simultaneous data access and management of NFS, CIFS, iSCSI, FC, FCoE, and FC-NVMe protocols.
• Different deployment models include on-premises on all-flash, hybrid, and all-HDD hardware configurations; VM-based storage platforms on a supported hypervisor such as ONTAP Select; and in the cloud as Cloud Volumes ONTAP.
• Increased data storage efficiency on ONTAP systems with support for automatic data tiering, inline data compression, deduplication, and compaction.

• Workload-based, QoS-controlled storage.

• Seamless integration with a public cloud for tiering and protecting data. ONTAP also provides robust data protection capabilities that sets it apart in any environment:
  - **NetApp Snapshot copies.** A fast, point-in-time backup of data using a minimal amount of disk space with no additional performance overhead.
  - **NetApp SnapMirror.** Mirrors the Snapshot copies of data from one storage system to another. ONTAP supports mirroring data to other physical platforms and cloud-native services as well.
  - **NetApp SnapLock.** Efficiently administration of non-rewritable data by writing it to special volumes that cannot be overwritten or erased for a designated period.
  - **NetApp SnapVault.** Backs up data from multiple storage systems to a central Snapshot copy that serves as a backup to all designated systems.
  - **NetApp SyncMirror.** Provides real-time, RAID-level mirroring of data to two different plexes of disks that are connected physically to the same controller.
  - **NetApp SnapRestore.** Provides fast restoration of backed-up data on demand from Snapshot copies.
  - **NetApp FlexClone.** Provides instantaneous provisioning of a fully readable and writeable copy of a NetApp volume based on a Snapshot copy.

For more information about ONTAP, see the [ONTAP 9 Documentation Center](#).

NetApp ONTAP is available on-premises, virtualized, or in the cloud.
NetApp platforms

NetApp AFF/FAS

NetApp provides robust all-flash (AFF) and scale-out hybrid (FAS) storage platforms that are tailor-made with low-latency performance, integrated data protection, and multi-protocol support.

Both systems are powered by NetApp ONTAP data management software, the industry’s most advanced data-management software for simplified, highly available, cloud-integrated storage management to deliver enterprise-class speed, efficiency, and security for your data fabric needs.

For more information about NETAPP AFF/FAS platforms, click here.

ONTAP Select

ONTAP Select is a software-defined deployment of NetApp ONTAP that can be deployed onto a hypervisor in your environment. It can be installed on VMware vSphere or on KVM, and it provides the full functionality and experience of a hardware-based ONTAP system.

For more information about ONTAP Select, click here.

Cloud Volumes ONTAP

NetApp Cloud Volumes ONTAP is a cloud-deployed version of NetApp ONTAP that can be deployed in a number of public clouds, including Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud.
NetApp Storage Integration Overview

NetApp provides a number of products to help you orchestrate, manage, protect, and migrate stateful containerized applications and their data.

NetApp Astra Control offers a rich set of storage and application-aware data management services for stateful Kubernetes workloads powered by NetApp data protection technology. The Astra Control Service is available to support stateful workloads in cloud-native Kubernetes deployments. The Astra Control Center is available to support stateful workloads in on-premises deployments of Enterprise Kubernetes platforms like Red Hat OpenShift, Rancher, VMware Tanzu etc. For more information visit the NetApp Astra Control website here.

NetApp Astra Trident is an open-source and fully-supported storage orchestrator for containers and Kubernetes distributions like Red Hat OpenShift, Rancher, VMware Tanzu etc. For more information, visit the
Astra Trident website [here](#).

The following pages have additional information about the NetApp products that have been validated for application and persistent storage management in the DevOps with NetApp solution:

- NetApp Astra Control Center
- NetApp Astra Trident

Next: Use-case Validations: DevOps with NetApp Astra.

**NetApp Astra Control overview**

NetApp Astra Control Center offers a rich set of storage and application-aware data management services for stateful Kubernetes workloads deployed in an on-premises environment and powered by NetApp data protection technology.

NetApp Astra Control Center can be installed on a Kubernetes cluster that has the Astra Trident storage orchestrator deployed and configured with storage classes and storage backends to NetApp ONTAP storage systems.

For more information on Astra Trident, see [this document here](#).

In a cloud-connected environment, Astra Control Center uses Cloud Insights to provide advanced monitoring and telemetry. In the absence of a Cloud Insights connection, limited monitoring and telemetry (seven days worth of metrics) is available and exported to Kubernetes native monitoring tools (Prometheus and Grafana) through open metrics endpoints.
Astra Control Center is fully integrated into the NetApp AutoSupport and Active IQ ecosystem to provide support for users, provide assistance with troubleshooting, and display usage statistics.

In addition to the paid version of Astra Control Center, a 90-day evaluation license is also available. The evaluation version is supported through email and the community Slack channel. Customers have access to these resources, other knowledge-base articles, and documentation available from the in-product support dashboard.

To understand more about the Astra portfolio, visit the Astra website.

For a detailed installation and operations guide on Astra Control Center, follow the documentation here.

**Astra Control Center automation**

Astra Control Center has a fully functional REST API for programmatic access. Users can use any programming language or utility to interact with Astra Control REST API endpoints. To learn more about this API, see the documentation here.

If you are looking for a ready-made software development toolkit for interacting with Astra Control REST APIs, NetApp provides a toolkit with Astra Control Python SDK, which you can download here.

If programming is not appropriate for your situation and you would like to use a configuration management tool, you can clone and run the Ansible playbooks that NetApp publishes here.

Next: Use-case Validations: DevOps with NetApp Astra

**Astra Trident Overview**

Astra Trident is an open-source, fully supported storage orchestrator for containers and Kubernetes distributions like Red Hat OpenShift, VMware Tanzu, Anthos by Google Cloud, Rancher etc. Trident works with the entire NetApp storage portfolio, including the NetApp ONTAP and Element storage systems, and it also supports NFS and iSCSI connections. Trident accelerates the DevOps workflow by allowing end users to provision and manage storage from their NetApp storage systems without requiring intervention from a storage administrator.

An administrator can configure a number of storage backends based on project needs and storage system models that enable advanced storage features, including compression, specific disk types, or QoS levels that guarantee a certain level of performance. After they are defined, these backends can be used by developers in their projects to create persistent volume claims (PVCs) and to attach persistent storage to their containers on demand.
Astra Trident has a rapid development cycle and, like Kubernetes, is released four times a year.

The latest version of Astra Trident is 22.04 released in April 2022. A support matrix for what version of Trident has been tested with which Kubernetes distribution can be found here.

Starting with the 20.04 release, Trident setup is performed by the Trident operator. The operator makes large scale deployments easier and provides additional support, including self healing for pods that are deployed as a part of the Trident install.

With the 21.01 release, a Helm chart was made available to ease the installation of the Trident Operator.

Refer to the documentation here to install and use Astra Trident.

Next: Use-case Validations: DevOps with NetApp Astra.

**Use-case validation: DevOps with NetApp Astra**

The following use cases have been validated for DevOps with NetApp Astra:

- Integrate Protection into CI/CD Pipelines with NetApp Astra Control
- Leverage Astra Control to facilitate Post-mortem Analysis and Restore the Application
- Accelerating Software Development with NetApp FlexClones

Next: Videos and Demos - DevOps with NetApp Astra.

**Integrate Protection into CI/CD Pipelines with NetApp Astra Control**

**Overview**

One of the most common uses of DevOps workflows is continuous integration and continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipelines that build, integrate, and run automated test suites on applications as developers commit new code. DevOps engineers and site-reliability engineers (SREs) typically have pipelines dedicated to the various workflows for new feature development, regression testing, bug fixes, quality engineering, and other functions in the development process.
As teams increase their level of automation, the pace of change for in-production applications can feel overwhelming. Therefore, some teams prefer to protect in-production applications or services. In addition to protecting the code and container images, they also want to protect the application state, configuration data (such as Kubernetes objects and resources associated with the application), and an application’s persistent data.

In this use case, we take a closer look at a promotion-to-production pipeline that deploys a new version of an application: first into a staging environment and then into a production environment. This example applies equally to the major public clouds and also to an on-premises environment. Although we show the deployment of one version of the app, the pipeline can also be used with other strategies, such as blue/green or canary deployment. As part of the CI/CD pipeline, we’re going to protect the application by creating a complete application backup. An application-aware backup of the in-production application and its data, state, and configuration can be useful for numerous DevOps workflows.

The application used for validating this use-case was Magento, an e-commerce solution with a web-based front end; an Elasticsearch instance for search and analysis features; and a MariaDB database that tracks all the shopping inventory and transaction details. This containerized application was installed in a Red Hat OpenShift cluster. Every pod in the application used persistent volumes to store data. The persistent volumes were automatically created by NetApp Astra Trident, the Container Storage Interface–compliant storage orchestrator for Kubernetes that enables storage to be provisioned on NetApp storage systems. Further, to utilize the Astra Control Center’s application protection capabilities, the application in question was managed by Astra Control, which was then used to trigger application backups that stored the state of the application along with the data held in persistent volumes. We used the NetApp Astra Control Python SDK to automate the process of triggering application backups, which was then introduced into a CI/CD pipeline. This pipeline was created and executed using a popular CI/CD tool called [Jenkins] to automate the flow to build, protect, and deploy the application.

Let us run through the prerequisites and procedure to introduce protection in a CI/CD pipeline.

**Use-case validation prerequisites**

The following tools or platforms were deployed and configured as prerequisites:

1. Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform
2. NetApp Astra Trident installed on OpenShift with a backend to NetApp ONTAP system configured
3. A default storageclass configured, pointing to a NetApp ONTAP backend
4. NetApp Astra Control Center installed on an OpenShift cluster
5. OpenShift cluster added as a managed cluster to Astra Control Center
6. Jenkins installed on an OpenShift cluster and configured with an agent node with a Docker engine installed on it

Installing the application

Let's start with the initial installation of the application in the staging and production environments. For the purpose of this use case, this step is a prerequisite, so it is performed manually. The CI/CD pipeline is used for subsequent build and deploy workflows as a result of new version releases of the application.

The production environment in this use case is a namespace called `magento-prod`, and the corresponding staging environment is a namespace called `magento-staging` configured on the Red Hat OpenShift cluster. To install the application, complete the following steps:

1. Install the Magento application using bitnami helm chart on the production environment. We use RWX PVs for Magento and Mariadb pods.

   ```bash
   [netapp-user@rhel7 na_astra_control_suite]$ helm install --version 14 magento bitnami/magento -n magento-prod --create-namespace --set
   image.tag=2.4.1-debian-10-r11,magentoHost=10.63.172.243,persistence.magento.accessMode=ReadWriteMany,persistence.apache.accessMode=ReadWriteMany,mariadb.master.persistence.accessModes[0]=ReadWriteMany
   ```

   Magento bitnami helm chart requires a LoadBalancer service to expose the Magento GUI service. We used MetalLB for providing an on-prem load balancer service in this example.

2. After a few minutes, verify that all pods and services are running.

   ```bash
   [netapp-user@rhel7 na_astra_control_suite]$ oc get pods -n magento-prod
   NAME                                                     READY   STATUS
   RESTARTS   AGE
   magento-9d658fd96-qrxmt                                  1/1     Running
   0          49m
   magento-elasticsearch-coordinating-only-69869cc5-768rm   1/1     Running
   0          49m
   magento-elasticsearch-data-0                             1/1     Running
   0          49m
   magento-elasticsearch-master-0                           1/1     Running
   0          49m
   magento-mariadb-0                                        1/1     Running
   0          49m
   ```
3. Repeat the same procedure for the staging environment.

**Manage the Magento application in Astra Control Center**

1. Navigate to Applications and select the Discovered applications tab.
2. Click the ellipsis against the Magento application in the production environment (magento-prod), and click Manage.
3. The Magento application is now managed by the Astra Control Center. All operations supported by Astra Control can be performed on the application. Note the version of the application as well.

4. Repeat the steps for managing the Magento application in the staging environment (magento-staging).

**CI/CD pipeline with integrated protection**

When we work with new versions of applications, we use a CI/CD pipeline to build the container image, take backups of both the staging and production environments, deploy the new version of the application to the staging environment, wait for approval to promotion to production, and then deploy the new version of the application to the production environment. To use a CI/CD pipeline, complete the following steps:

1. Log into Jenkins, and create the required credentials: one for Magento creds, one for Mariadb admin creds, and the third for Mariadb root creds.
2. Navigate to Manage Jenkins > Manage Credentials and click the appropriate domain.
3. Click Add Credentials, and set the kind to Username with password and scope set to Global. Enter the username, password, and an ID for the credentials and click OK.
4. Repeat the same procedure for the other two credentials.

5. Go back to the Dashboard, create a pipeline by clicking New Item, and then click Pipeline.

6. Copy the pipeline from the Jenkinsfile [here](#).

7. Paste the pipeline into the Jenkins pipeline section and then click Save.

8. Fill the parameters of the Jenkins pipeline with the respective details including the helm chart version, the Magento application version to be upgraded to, the Astra toolkit version, the Astra Control Center FQDN, the API token, and its instance ID. Specify the docker registry, namespace, and Magento IP of both production and staging environments, and also specify the credential IDs of the credentials created.

```plaintext
MAGENTO_VERSION = '2.4.1-debian-10-r14'
CHART_VERSION = '14'
RELEASE_TYPE = 'MINOR'
ASTRA_TOOLKIT_VERSION = '2.0.2'
ASTRA_API_TOKEN = 'xxxxxxxxx'
ASTRA_INSTANCE_ID = 'xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx'
ASTRA_FQDN = 'netapp-astra-control-center.org.example.com'
DOCKER_REGISTRY = 'docker.io/netapp-solutions-cicd'
PROD_NAMESPACE = 'magento-prod'
PROD_MAGENTO_IP = 'x.x.x.x'
STAGING_NAMESPACE = 'magento-staging'
STAGING_MAGENTO_IP = 'x.x.x.x'
MAGENTO_CREDS = credentials('magento-cred')
MAGENTO_MARIADB_CREDS = credentials('magento-mariadb-cred')
MAGENTO_MARIADB_ROOT_CREDS = credentials('magento-mariadb-root-cred')
```

9. Click Build Now. The pipeline starts executing and progresses through the steps. The application image is first built and uploaded to the container registry.

10. The application backups are initiated via Astra Control.
11. After the backup stages have completed successfully, verify the backups from the Astra Control Center.

12. The new version of the application is then deployed to the staging environment.
13. After this step is completed, the program waits for the user to approve deployment to production. At this stage, assume that the QA team performs some manual testing and approves production. You can then click Approve to deploy the new version of the application to the production environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>3s</td>
<td>249ms</td>
<td>221ms</td>
<td>159ms</td>
<td>178ms</td>
<td>210ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. Verify that the production application is also upgraded to the desired version.

As part of the CI/CD pipeline, we demonstrated the ability to protect the application by creating a complete application-aware backup. Because the entire application has been backed up as part of the promotion-to-production pipeline, you can feel more confident about highly automated application deployments. This application-aware backup containing the data, state, and configuration of the application can be useful for numerous DevOps workflows. One important workflow would be to roll back to the previous version of the application in case of unforeseen issues.
Although we demonstrated a CI/CD workflow through with Jenkins tool, the concept can easily and efficiently be extrapolated to different tools and strategies. To see this use case in action, watch the video here.

Next: Videos and Demos - DevOps with NetApp Astra.

Use Astra Control to facilitate post-mortem analysis and restore the application

Overview

In the first use case, we demonstrated how to use NetApp Astra Control Center to protect your applications in Kubernetes. That section describes how to integrate application backups via Astra Control directly into your development workflow by using the Python SDK in the NetApp Astra toolkit. This approach allows for the protection of development and production environments by automating on-demand backups during the continuous integration and continuous deployment (CI/CD) process. With this extra layer of application-consistent data protection added to the CI/CD pipeline and the production applications, the development processes is safe if something goes wrong in the process, which promotes good business-continuity practices.

In a traditional workflow, after encountering a failure when the application is upgraded to a new version, the development team would attempt to troubleshoot the issue in real time based on bug reports being provided by customers. Alternatively, at the first sign of trouble, the team could attempt to redeploy the application to a parallel debugging environment to take that process offline. They could redeploy an older code base from a previous version into production, which would restore the application to working order.

Although this approach works, the team would have to make sure that the state of the broken production app matched that of the version seen in production when the issues occurred. They would also have to spend time promoting the known-good build into production by fetching code from their repository and redeploying the machine images to restore the application to a good running state. Also, in this scenario, we didn’t consider whether the production database itself was corrupted by the faulty code. Ideally, there are separate backup processes in place for the database data, but must we assume that they’re consistent with the state of the application as it was published? This is where the benefits of stateful and application-consistent backups, restores and clones with Astra Control really show their value.

First, we can use Astra Control to facilitate post-mortem analysis on the state of the application. We do this by cloning the buggy production version to a parallel testing environment in an application-consistent manner. Having this environment set aside in its bug-ridden state enable us to troubleshoot the problem in real time.

Although this approach works, the team would have to make sure that the state of the broken production app matched that of the version seen in production when the issues occurred. They would also have to spend time promoting the known-good build into production by fetching code from their repository and redeploying the machine images to restore the application to a good running state. Also, in this scenario, we didn’t consider whether the production database itself was corrupted by the faulty code. Ideally, there are separate backup processes in place for the database data, but must we assume that they’re consistent with the state of the application as it was published? This is where the benefits of stateful and application-consistent backups, restores and clones with Astra Control really show their value.

First, we can use Astra Control to facilitate post-mortem analysis on the state of the application. We do this by cloning the buggy production version to a parallel testing environment in an application-consistent manner. Having this environment set aside in its bug-ridden state enable us to troubleshoot the problem in real time.
Furthermore, Astra Control supports the in-place restore capability that allows us to restore the production application to a last acceptable backup (that preceded the afflicted version of code). The restored version assumes the position of the previous, buggy production application, in an application-consistent and stateful manner, including the ingress IP previously assigned. As a result, customers accessing the front end would be unaware of the transition to the backup version.

Use-case validation prerequisites

The following tools or platforms were deployed and configured as prerequisites:

- Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform.
- NetApp Astra Trident installed on OpenShift with a backend configured to a NetApp ONTAP system.
- A default storageclass configured, pointing to a NetApp ONTAP backend.
- NetApp Astra Control Center installed on an OpenShift cluster.
- OpenShift cluster added as a managed cluster to Astra Control Center.
- Jenkins installed on an OpenShift cluster.
- Magento application installed in the production environment. The production environment in this use case is a namespace called 'magento-prod' in a Red Hat OpenShift cluster.
- Production application managed by Astra Control Center.
- Known-good backup(s) of the production application captured with Astra Control.

Clone and restore pipeline

Considering that the application has been upgraded to a new version, the application in the production environment (magento-prod) isn’t behaving as intended after the upgrade. Let’s assume that the data being returned by front-end queries doesn’t match the request or that the database has in fact been corrupted. To clone and restore the pipeline, complete the following steps:
1. Log into Jenkins and create a pipeline by clicking New Item and then Pipeline.
2. Copy the pipeline from the Jenkinsfile [here](#).
3. Paste the pipeline into the Jenkins pipeline section and then click Save.
4. Fill the parameters of the Jenkins pipeline with the respective details like the current Magento application version in production, the Astra Control Center FQDN, the API token, the instance ID and application name or namespace of production and debug environments, and the source and destination cluster names. For the purpose of this use case, the production environment is a namespace called 'magento-prod' and the debug environment is a namespace called 'magento-debug' configured on a Red Hat OpenShift cluster.

```plaintext
MAGENTO_VERSION = '2.4.1-debian-10-r14'
ASTRA_TOOLKIT_VERSION = '2.0.2'
ASTRA_API_TOKEN = 'xxxxx'
ASTRA_INSTANCE_ID = 'xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx-xxx'
ASTRA_FQDN = 'netapp-astra-control-center.org.example.com'
PROD_APP_NAME = 'magento-prod'
DEBUG_APP_NAME = 'magento-debug'
DEBUG_NAMESPACE = 'magento-debug'
PROD_KUBERNETES_CLUSTER = 'ocp-vmw'
DEBUG_KUBERNETES_CLUSTER = 'ocp-vmw'
```

5. Click Build Now. The pipeline starts executing and progresses through the steps. The application is first cloned in the current state to a debug environment, and the application is then restored to the known-working backup.
6. Verify that the cloned application is the bug-containing version.

7. Verify that the production environment is restored to a working backup, and the application in production works as expected.
These two operations in tandem expedite the return to normal business operations. To see this use case in action, watch the video here.

Next: Videos and Demos - DevOps with NetApp Astra.

Accelerating software development with NetApp FlexClone technology

Overview

Cloning a deployed application in a Kubernetes cluster is a very useful tool for developers that would like to expedite their workflows by sharing environments with partners or by testing new versions of code in a development environment without interfering with the version they are currently working on. The stateful and application-consistent cloning of a Kubernetes application is a major feature included with NetApp Astra Control, alongside the backup and restore of applications. As a bonus, if an application is cloned within the same Kubernetes cluster using the same storage backend, Astra Control defaults to using NetApp FlexClone technology for the duplication of persistent data volumes, speeding up the process significantly. By accelerating this process, the cloned environment is provisioned and available for use in a few moments, allowing developers to resume their work with just a brief pause when compared to redeploying their test or development environment. As an additional convenience, all of the functions available in NetApp Astra Control can be called with an API, which allows for easy integration into automation frameworks like Ansible. Therefore, environments can be staged even more rapidly because only minor changes are needed in a playbook or role to begin the cloning procedure.

What is NetApp FlexClone technology?

NetApp FlexClone technology is a writeable, point-in-time snapshot-based copy of a NetApp FlexVol. They are provisioned almost instantly, contain all of the data from the source volume, and consume no additional storage space until the data in the new volume begins to diverge from the source. They are often used in development or template-based environments when multiple copies of data are useful for staging purposes and storage systems have limited resources for provisioning these volumes. Compared to a traditional storage system in which data must be copied multiple times resulting in the consumption of significant storage space and time, NetApp FlexClone technology accelerates storage-dependant tasks.
To find out more about NetApp FlexClone technology, visit the page on NetApp Docs.

Prerequisites

1. A supported Kubernetes Distribution, such as Red Hat OpenShift 4.6.8+, Rancher 2.5+, or Kubernetes 1.19+.
3. A NetApp ONTAP system with a storage backend configured through NetApp Astra Trident.
4. Ansible 2.9+.
5. Templates for the environments that you’d like to clone as managed applications in NetApp Astra Control.

Use-case introduction

For this use case, we visualize something similar to the following workflow:
1. A user runs the ansible playbook to create a new staging environment.
2. Ansible uses the URI-API module to call out to Astra Control to execute the cloning operation.
3. Astra Control executes a cloning operation on a preprovisioned template environment, thus creating a new managed application.

   This environment can be a single standalone application in development or an entire development environment like a Jenkins CI/CD pipeline.

4. The user then pulls a version of their code into the cloned dev environment from an online repository like Gitea.
5. The new version of the application is deployed and managed by NetApp Astra Control.

   Both of these processes can be automated.

6. The user can develop new code in this cloned environment.
7. When the user is satisfied with their development efforts, they can push the code back to the hosted repository.

The use case presented here depends on the existence of golden templates for the particular environments or applications you would like to clone. In our environment we have created three such templates, one for a Wordpress deployment, one for a Magento deployment, and one for a Jenkins CI/CD environment with Gitea that we have titled DevTools.
Each of these environments is managed by NetApp Astra control, with persistent volumes currently stored on a NetApp ONTAP storage system with an NFS backend provided by NetApp Astra Trident.

**Use-case validation**

1. Clone the ansible toolkit provided by the NetApp Solutions Engineering team, which includes the cloning role and the application update playbook.
   ```
   [netapp-user@rhel7 ~]$ git clone https://github.com/NetApp-Automation/na_astra_control_suite.git
   [netapp-user@rhel7 ~]$ cd na_astra_control_suite
   ```

2. Edit `vars/clone_vars.yml` and fill in the global values that fit your Astra Control environment.
   ```
   astra_control_fqdn: astra-control-center.example.com
   astra_control_account_id: "xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx"
   astra_control_api_token: "xxxxx"
   ```
The global environment values you need to fill out are available under the user profile icon in NetApp Astra Control under the API Access menu.

3. With the global variables completed, you can choose the values for the specific application you wish to clone. To clone the devtools environment to a personal environment called alan-devtools, you would do the following:

```yaml
clone_details:
  - clone_name: alan-devtools
    destination_namespace: alan-dev-namespace
    source_cluster_name: ocp-vmware2
    destination_cluster_name: ocp-vmware2
    source_application_name: devtools-template
```

To take advantage of NetApp FlexClone technology in the cloning process, src-cluster and dest-cluster must be the same.

4. You can now execute the playbook to clone the application.
The playbook as written must be run by the root user or someone that can escalate through the sudo process by passing the "-K" argument.

5. When the playbook completes its run, the cloned application shows as available in the Astra Control Center console.

6. A user can then log into the Kubernetes environment where the application was deployed, verify that the application is exposed with a new IP address, and start their development work.

For a demonstration of this use case and an example of upgrading an application, see here.

Next: Videos and Demos - DevOps with NetApp Astra.

Videos and demos: DevOps with NetApp Astra

The following videos demonstrate some of the capabilities described in this document:

  • Video: Integrate Data Protection in CI/CD pipeline with Astra Control
Additional Information: DevOps with NetApp Astra

To learn more about the information described in this document, review the following websites:

- NetApp Documentation
  https://docs.netapp.com/
- Astra Trident Documentation
  https://docs.netapp.com/us-en/trident/
- NetApp Astra Control Center Documentation
  https://docs.netapp.com/us-en/astra-control-center/
- Ansible Documentation
  https://docs.ansible.com/
- Red Hat OpenShift Documentation
  https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/openshift_container_platform/4.8/
- Rancher Documentation
  https://rancher.com/docs/
- Kubernetes Documentation
  https://kubernetes.io/docs/home/